LIST OF "A" ITEMS
for : 2838th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
      (Justice and Home Affairs)

date : Brussels, Thursday 6 and Friday 7 December 2007

1. Proposal for a Directive of the Council on the identification and designation of European
   Critical Infrastructure and the assessment of the need to improve their protection
   - Draft progress report
     15522/07 PROCIV 207 JAI 616 COTER 88 ENER 296 TRANS 378
     TELECOM 159 ATO 158 ECOFIN 484 ENV 648 SAN 219
     CHIMIE 39 RECH 388 DENLEG 117 RELEX 900
     + COR 1 (el)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

2. Draft Council conclusions on addressing Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
   Risks and on Bio-preparedness
   15902/07 JAI 648 PROCIV 215 ENFOPOL 207 SAN 246 AGRI 404 AGRILEG 185
   CODUN 46 CONOP 94 COSDP 997 COTER 92 DENLEG 127 ENV 672
   PHARM 10 RECH 405 VETER 30
   15127/07 JAI 585 PROCIV 199 ENFOPOL 188 SAN 205 AGRI 376 AGRILEG 169
   CODUN 34 CONOP 88 COSDP 929 COTER 81 DENLEG 110 ENV 618
   PHARM 7 RECH 371 VETER 26
   + COR 1 (el)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07
3. Draft Inventory of the EU instruments in the area of bio-preparedness relevant for the Council
Conclusions on addressing Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Risks and on Bio-
preparedness (for information)
   15904/07 JAI 649 PROCIV 216 ENFOPOL 208 SAN 247 AGRI 405 AGRILEG 186
   CODUN 47 CONOP 95 COSDP 998 COTER 93 DENLEG 128 ENV 673
   PHARM 11 RECH 406 VETER 31
   14802/07 JAI 554 PROCIV 186 ENFOPOL 182 SAN 196 AGRI 361 AGRILEG 164
   CODUN 33 CONOP 83 COSDP 893 COTER 78 DENLEG 107 ENV 587
   PHARM 6 RECH 347 VETER 25
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

4. Council conclusions on the establishment of an Early Warning System for tsunamis in the
   North East Atlantic and the Mediterranean region
   - Adoption
     15479/07 PROCIV 206 MED 42 CONUN 73 JAI 611
     + COR 1 (el)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

5. Council conclusions on the development and establishment of Early Warning Systems
   in the EU
   15473/07 PROCIV 205 MED 41 CONUN 72 JAI 509
   + COR 1 (el)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

6. Adoption in the official languages of a Council Decision concerning arrangements for
   cooperation between Asset Recovery Offices of the Member States
   6658/07 CRIMORG 37
   6262/07 CRIMORG 30
   + COR 1 (da)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.03.07

7. Third round of Mutual Evaluations "Exchange of information and intelligence between
   Europol and the Member States and among the Member States respectively"
   - Final Report on the evaluation visits of all 27 Member States
     13321/3/07 REV 3 CRIMORG 141 ENFOPOL 152 ENFOCUSTOM 93
     15720/07 CRIMORG 181 ENFOPOL 203 ENFOCUSTOM 120
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

8. Draft Council conclusions adopting Strategic Orientations and Priorities on the security
   enhancement of explosives
   15618/07 CATS 135 ENFOPOL 199
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07
9. Draft Council conclusions adopting the Work programme on further measures designed to maximise safety and security in connection with football matches with an international dimension
   15615/07 ENFOPOL 198
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

10. Handbook for police and security authorities concerning cooperation at major events with an international dimension
    14144/07 ENFOPOL 172
    14143/1/07 REV 1 ENFOPOL 171
    + REV 2 (en)
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

11. CEPOL Work Programme 2008
    15546/07 ENFOPOL 195
    13481/07 ENFOPOL 171
    + COR 1
    + ADD 1
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

    - General Approach
    15591/1/07 REV 1 ASIM 87
    15768/07 ASIM 90
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

    15477/07 JAI 612 CATS 131 ELARG 122 ENFOCUSTOM 117 DROIPEN 111
    14549/07 JAI 532 CATS 117 ELARG 108 ENFOCUSTOM 110 DROIPEN 105
    + COR 1
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07
14. Recommendation for a Council Decision concerning the accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the Convention of 18 December 1997, drawn up on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union on mutual assistance and cooperation between customs administrations

15490/07 JAI 613 CATS 132 ELARG 123 ENFOCUSTOM 118
14546/07 JAI 531 CATS 116 ELARG 107 ENFOCUSTOM 109
+ COR 1 (es)
+ COR 2 (it)
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

15. Implementation of the Strategy and Action plan to Combat Terrorism

15411/1/07 REV 1 JAI 607 ECOFIN 476 TRANS 374 RELEX 889 ECO 152
PESC 1387 COTER 83 COSDP 954 PROCIV 204 ENER 287
ATO 156 DATAPROTECT 52 TELECOM 154
+ ADD 1 REV 1
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

16. The EU Strategy for Combating Radicalisation and Recruitment - Implementation report

15443/07 JAI 608 ENFOPOL 193 COPS 275 COTER 84
+ COR 1
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07


15445/07 ENFOPOL 194 COTER 85 CATS 130 COPS 276
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

18. Draft Council Decision on the full application of the provisions of the Schengen acquis in the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of Poland, the Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic

14748/07 SCHEVAL 186 SIRIS 218 COMIX 941
14598/07 SCHEVAL 185 SIRIS 206 COMIX 931
+ COR 1 (fi)
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

19. Management report on the implementation of the C.SIS installation and operation budget for 2006

15014/07 SIRIS 215 COMIX 956
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07
   15204/07 VISA 347 COMIX 969
   15202/07 VISA 346 COMIX 968
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

   15931/07 JAI 655 RELEX 931 USA 71
   15989/07 JAI 661 RELEX 935 USA 72
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

22. Council Conclusions on Drug Trafficking along the cocaine route
   15483/07 CORDROGUE 82 COLAT 22 AMLAT 91
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

23. Level of Funding and Geographic and Thematic Distribution of EU Drug Projects
   15998/07 CORDROGUE 89 RELEX 936
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

24. Committee of the Regions
   a) Appointment of an alternate member (FI)
      15178/07 CDR 108
      15177/07 CDR 107 JUR 397
   b) Appointment of an alternate member (ES)
      15108/07 CDR 106
      15102/07 CDR 103 JUR 393
   c) Appointment of a member and an alternate member (BE)
      15107/07 CDR 105
      15098/07 CDR 102 JUR 392
   d) Appointment of an alternate member (FR)
      15106/07 CDR 104
      15093/07 CDR 101 JUR 391
      approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

25. Council Joint Action amending Joint Action 2007/108/CFSP extending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for Sudan
   15921/07 PESC 1435 COSDP 1000 COAFR 362 CHAD 17
   15327/07 PESC 1373 COSDP 947 COAFR 350
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

   15992/1/07 REV 1 USA 73 PESC 1443
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07
   15305/07 COSDP 945 PESC 1371 CIVCOM 593 COMEM 186 RELEX 879
   JAI 598 OC 6
   14628/07 COSDP 247 PESC 1272 CIVCOM 545 EUCOPPS 59 JAI 539
   COSDP 868
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

   15313/07 COSDP 946 PESC 1372 CIVCOM 594 COMEM 187 RELEX 880
   JAI 599 OC 7
   14805/07 PESC 1296 CIVCOM 559 COMEM 177 JAI 556 COSDP 895
   EUBAM RAFAH 1
   + COR 1
   + COR 2 (da)
   + REV 1 (ro)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

   15376/07 COSDP 951 PESC 1379 CIVCOM 597 COMEM 188 RELEX 886
   JAI 604 OC 8
   15028/07 CIVCOM 569 COMEM 180 COSDP 916 JAI 577 PESC 1330
   RELEX 844 EUCOPPS 61
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.11.07

30. Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for the European Union Police Mission for the Palestinian Territories (EUPOL COPPS)
   15843/07 COSDP 988 PESC 1427 COMEP 47 RELEX 924
   JAI 638 EU COPPS 68
   15382/1/07 EU 1 COSDP 952 PESC 1380 CIVCOM 598
   COMEM 189 EU COPPS 64
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

31. Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for the European Union Border Assistance Mission at the Rafah Crossing Point (EUBAM Rafah)
   15845/07 COSDP 989 PESC 1428 COMEP 48 RELEX 925
   JAI 639 EUBAM RAFAH 2
   15405/1/07 EU 1 COSDP 953 PESC 1385 CIVCOM 599
   COMEM 191 COPS 274
   RESTREINT EU
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 05.12.07

_____________________

15938/07  mfg  6
CAB  EN